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Improving Presence in Real-time Architectural
Visualization
Dubeom Kim1* and Young Ho Chai1

Abstract: Architectural visualization is based on diverse content that utilizes virtual
structures and environments, such as those in games or movies, along with fun-
damental values conveyed through visual design communication. This requires an
extremely high level of presence owing to characteristics of information delivered
via independent real-time configured tangible media. This study aims to improve
presence in real-time architectural visualization content and proposes detailed
production-process guidelines. To this end, factors necessary for presence
improvement were first analyzed. Findings thereof were subsequently used as
a basis for proposing realistic expression principles suitable for a real-time
environment.

Subjects: Computer Graphics & Visualization; 3D Art; Other Software; 3ds Max; Game
Development; Game Art;
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1. Introduction
Architectural visualization refers to realistic visualization of pre-construction structural designs and
requires extremely high presence compared to other fields involving production through tangible
media. Recent advancements in 3D production software and real-time game-engine rendering
technology have enabled easier artist configuration of virtual environments (VEs). However, the
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necessary mechanical tasks and tight schedules have deflected focus from virtual reality (VR) as,
essentially, a type of media and generated considerable mass-produced content.

VR is a tangible medium allowing deep and efficient information delivery. VR technology has
passed the disillusionment stage trough in the hype cycle and entered the enlightenment slope.
Several profit models are being designed based on post-verification popularization of new
technology, and increasing numbers of researchers are exploring application of this technology.
This trend is supported by the consistent increase in VR-related searches in the past decade
(Figure 1).

As VR is experiencing increased market popularity and application in entertainment, etc., pre-
sence, a significant component of the VR experience, merits exploration. VR technology degrades
temporal/spatial limitations and creates digital archives of historical ruins or cultural heritage,
preserves the present, or imagines and creates the future. Human-created content is based on
a virtual world, enabling the impossible by surpassing human limits and temporal/spatial restric-
tions through imagination. Efforts to improve presence and narrow the imagination–reality gap of
this process are ongoing. Recent technological advancements have achieved an unprecedented
level of reality, with application fields such as films, games, exhibitions, and education (Badni,
2011; Mosaker, 2001; Butt, 2018; Bittner, 2018).

McLuhan (1964) stated that media are “extensions of man”; i.e., the development of various
media-derived digital tools is contributing to human evolution. Digital architecture has grown from
a 2D orthogonal coordinate system based on recent architectural designs to a 3D design tool.
Moreover, digital-tool-based media have advanced to surpass simple reality simulation and enter
the realm of “hyper-reality”.

American psychologist Abraham Maslow (1968) presented a hierarchy of needs to explain
human potential and defined the motivation towards continuous growth surpassing basic needs
as “meta motivation”. Hyper reality can be regarded as a result of meta motivation.

This paper focuses on VR as a tangible medium to examine the factors of presence for improved
information delivery and constructs a methodology applicable to real-time VE. Furthermore,
effective, realistic expression guidelines are explored through technical understanding of current
computer graphics. Consequently, principles of realistic expression are established.

2. Presence

2.1. Definition of presence
Since the emergence of media, discussions regarding immersion and the distance between the
virtual world and reality have been ongoing. Since the birth of VR, presence has been defined from
various perspectives. These definitions are non-uniform, encompassing remote, virtual, and
mediated presence. Lee (2004a) reviewed the origins of these terms, focusing on their differences,
and argued that the term “presence” is most favorable for expanding the research community.

Figure 1. Label: Virtual-reality
search frequencies obtained
from Google Trends.
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Research on presence began with a study on remote presence to improve teleoperation system
control precision (Nam et al., 2017). Since then, the term “presence” has been applied to the psycho-
logical phenomenon occurring during experience of a media-based phenomenon (Nam et al., 2017).

Steuer (1992) defined presence as the strength of conviction of an individual that they exist
in a mediated environment instead of their actual physical environment. Similarly, Slater and
Usoh (1993) defined presence as the degree to which a user experiencing VE-generated
stimuli or effects is convinced they are in an environment different from their actual location.
Heeter (1992) divided presence into three categories: personal presence, where a person
recognizes their existence in VR; social presence, felt through interaction with artificial
intelligence or other people in VR; and environmental presence, experienced through similar
interaction with the VE as with reality. Witmer and Singer (1998) defined presence as
a subjective experience, where the user feels they are in an environment that differs from
their actual physical space.

Overall, presence may be defined as a psychological state where a user cannot recognize that
they are deeply immersed in a VE. This may be interpreted as a type of virtual medium or a feeling
of possession by an avatar.

2.2. Factors of presence
To improve presence, its factors must first be analyzed. These factors, along with the validity of
presence measurement methods, have been investigated previously. In such studies, the factors
are mainly categorized as technical (the objective quality of the technology), user (individual
differences), and social (social characteristics of the technology) (Lee, 2004). The present study
targets presence improvement in a real-time VE, and thus pertains to technical factors regarding
objective quality. Therefore, relevant studies are discussed here.

The technical factors of presence have been analyzed by Sheridan (1992), Steuer (1992),
Lombard and Ditton (1997), Witmer and Singer (1998), and Sheridan (1992) divided factors
impacting presence into the extent of sensory information, i.e., the total amount of valid informa-
tion delivered to the user; control of relation of sensors to the environment, i.e., the use relation of
sensors to the environment delivered to the user; and ability to modify physical environment, i.e.,
the user’s ability to change their relationship with objects or other people in a virtual space.
Sheridan argued that the user experiences complete presence when a balance of these three
factors is achieved.

Steuer (1992) argued that the presence-determining factors within the experience–technology
relationship are vividness and interaction. Vividness can be divided into breadth (the number of
sensory channels activated simultaneously) and depth (the resolution in each sensory channel).
Interaction is divided into speed, range, and mapping; speed refers to the reaction time to the
input environment, range is the number of environments that can be successfully controlled and
the amount of change at the user’s disposal for each attribute, and mapping refers to the
reproduction similarity of natural real-world movements in VR.

Lombard and Ditton (1997) divided the presence-determining factors into media type, media
content, and media users. The media type factor incorporates the number of sensory outputs,
visual display characteristics (image quality, image size, viewing distance, movement and color,
multidimensionality, camera techniques), audio linearity, sensory stimuli aside from audiovisual
senses, interactivity, medium obtrusiveness, event recentness, and number of people. Media
content includes social truth, media custom use, and task or behavioral properties. Media users
encompasses the determination to overcome distrust, knowledge of and prior experience with the
medium, and other use variables (personality, preference, recognition style, sensory seeking level,
solitude, atmosphere, age, gender).
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Witmer and Singer (1998) divided the presence-determining factors into control, sensory, dis-
turbance, and realism factors. Control factors correspond to the user control level of the VE or
media program, determined by the degree of control, instant reaction to control, event foresight,
control type, and physical or environmental change ability. As regards sensory factors, sensory
patterns, information abundance, information diversity, and information consistency impact pre-
sence. Disturbance factors include isolation, distinct focus, and user awareness/unawareness of
the interface. Realism factors include sensory realism, information consistency with the objective
world, and dissatisfaction with separation from VR. Thus, previous studies have examined the
technical factors of presence, focusing on improving the level of information related to the user’s
sensory organs or improving interaction in the virtual space.

3. Presence improvement method for real-time architectural visualization content

3.1. Research method
As the first step of improving the presence of virtual reality content, which is the ultimate objective
of our research, we analyzed the factors influencing the presence. It was discovered in previous
studies that the technical factors, which can be controlled during the production process for
content, include “fidelity of sensory information” and “interactivity”, as well as the significance
of those factors. Among various virtual reality content, this study focused on “real-time architec-
tural visualization”, which requires relatively higher presence, to concentrate on the fidelity of
sensory information without the interference of other absorbing elements such as the game’s
story or handling. Among the five senses, the focus was placed on vision.

After analyzing the factor influencing the presence, the research is being directed towards
“improving the fidelity of sensory information”, in which the principles of reality expression was
applied as the relevant solution. The principles of reality expression was defined previously by
a few researchers to create the scenes produced by computer graphics in a more realistic manner.
However, it is unsuitable for application in the current production environment due to technical
advancements, which brought up the need for a more suitable principle. To deduce the principle,
we analyzed previous research on the principles of reality expression and examined the relation-
ship. By analyzing advanced computer graphics technology, the factors required for generating
scenes with enhanced fidelity of sensory information were deduced and classified according to the
principle.

3.2. Architectural visualization
Architectural visualization is visual configuration of architectural design information to deliver
information on structures under construction or fully built to concerned parties. Generally, techni-
cal information is delivered through architectural visualization regarding spatial structure, type,
numerical data, etc. However, through media, consumers wish to obtain emotion-based informa-
tion such as convenience, coziness, and warmth. Because of this information discord, the supplier
and consumer experience conflict.

Before advanced development of computer-based designs, such information was delivered to
consumers through artwork of the building exterior and interior, while structures expressed
through the line and color dynamics were appropriate for delivering emotion to consumers.
Today, computer-generated structural graphics can be easily configured by anyone, and the
expertise of artists regarding emotional delivery tends to be neglected.

3.3. Perceptual realism
Based on the technical factors regarding presence determined in previous studies, improved
sensory information linearity is necessary for VR content with improved presence. Factors improv-
ing sensory information linearity include increased vividness (the technical ability to create a rich
mediated environment) and interaction (the degree to which the user can impact the environ-
mental form or content). Vividness is similar to the concept of “perceptual realism”.
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Realism is achieved when sensory information is consistent with the general range of informa-
tion accumulated through human experience. Figure 2 shows the phenomenon associated with
inconsistency between visual and experience information. VANTA Black is a material developed
using nanotechnology. Because of its light-absorbing properties, when applied to objects, their
stereoscopic properties disappear, and an optical effect occurs in which a hole appears in the
space.

Prince (1996) claimed that perceptual realism is achieved when any given structure is consistent
with a multidimensional audiovisual experience. Thus, creation of a rich, emotionally mediated
environment, or improving vividness, is achieving perceptual realism.

Senses (sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch) allow perception acceptance through physical
processes. Humans are most dependent on sight; the eyes provide approximately 70% of sensory
signals. Therefore, sight may be regarded as the most important perceptual sensory channel and
must be prioritized when configuring media with improved presence.

3.4. Real-time rendering
Rendering refers to the process of generating realistic/unrealistic 2D images by calculating the
location, light source, or material of a 2D or 3D model created in a 3D space through a computer
program. Real-time rendering refers to quick processing of at least 30 fps. Because of such high
hardware performance requirements, real-time rendering has long been criticized for its low
quality compared to images or animations rendered in advance. Many researchers have
attempted to overcome these shortcomings by imitating phenomena achieved using various
methods, such as using approximated values to resolve problems. With recent, rapid develop-
ments in graphics processing units (GPUs), fundamental changes have been made to solutions
stagnant due to hardware limitations. Thus, real-time, high-quality, high-calculation-cost render-
ing has been facilitated, such as ray tracing or radiosity, which can only be achieved through pre-
rendering.

The main differences between real-time rendering and pre-rendering concern interaction and
continuity. Interaction in a VE is meaningful as users have permission to participate in content.
Further, interaction contributes to expansion of the breadth of use of computer graphics.
Continuity connects objects and phenomena by configuring time and space instead of single
frames. Applications of the principles of previous studies to real-time environments are limited
because of interaction and continuity, which are the advantages of real-time rendering. To convey

Figure 2. Label: VANTA Black.
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real-time rendering with improved perceptual realism, expression methods that change with
technological advancements are required.

3.5. Principles of real-time expression
Modern computer-graphics technology has developed to blur the boundaries between the virtual
and real worlds. When cameras with precise image reproduction emerged, painting evolved to
a new form. Today, computer-graphics technology is creating a new junction in art history through
imitation that comes close to photo-realism. Textural computer graphic images similar to actual
images are reproduced through rendering processes involving lighting, camera settings, and
material management, as for real-world filming. In the computer-graphics image production
environment, the basic elements of actual images are controlled to achieve realistic expression.
When a surface material pattern is used, the object location, size, and direction must be appro-
priately established through a texture mapping process to replicate reality.

Fleming (1999) proposed 10 basic principles for realistic 3D images: 1. clutter and chaos; 2.
personality and expectations; 3. believability; 4. surface texture; 5. specularity; 6. aging: dirt,
dust, and rot; 7. flaws, tears, and cracks; 8. rounded edges; 9. object material depth; and 10.
radiosity. When at least 8 of 10 principles are satisfied, the image is similar to the actual
image. These principles may be used in guidelines for improved realism for image or animation
pre-rendering. However, while these principles are significant to perceptual realism for
improved presence, this approach does not surpass a general theory that fails to consider
technical matters.

Brenton (2007) redefined Fleming’s principles, dividing them into four main categories.
Specularity and radiosity, which are related to light, were included in the principle of global
illumination. Principles related to material and form, i.e., surface texture, rounded edges, and
object material depth, were categorized as accurate object representation. The clutter and chaos
principles were simply reduced to a chaos principle. This was further divided into clutter, which
occurs through human interaction with their environment; randomness, where a natural phenom-
enon occurs by chance; and non-uniformity, i.e., an object cannot have perfectly uniform appear-
ance and placement. Finally, dirt, dust, rust, flaws, scratches, and dings were included in the
imperfection principle. Moreover, Brenton excluded the personality and expectation principle,
claiming that there are individual, perspective-based differences, as well as the believability
principle, because it is already inherent to the actual image.

Jong Kouk Kim (2018) theoretically analyzed previous studies and considered their correla-
tions to deduce four different principles for photo-algorithm configuration from architectural
rendering images, applying new and evolved computer-graphics technology developed since
those studies were performed. The principles are as follows: physically accurate light calcula-
tions, accurate object form reproduction, realistic material and texture expressions, and
reproduction of camera characteristics appearing in photographs. These were divided into
principles according to a digital artist’s workflow. The principles from previous studies are
presented in Table 1.

The Brenton and Kim principles are realistic architectural rendering principles applicable to real-
time architectural visualization content. Therefore, the authors anticipated methods for immediate
application after extraction of the necessary aspects of each principle from the target content;
however, several problems were encountered during testing. First, previous studies neglected the
real-time environment. Brenton (2007) included specularity in global illumination, but excluded
believability; hence, there were categorization aspects unsuitable for the present study. Further,
Jong Kouk Kim (2018) failed to consider the virtual camera. Rather than being errors, these issues
arise from perspective differences; thus, it was necessary to improve upon the existing principles to
resolve potential issues.
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4. Proposed guidelines and technical understanding
For improved perceptual realism in real-time architectural visualization content, the revised rea-
listic expression principles proposed herein are divided into five categories: real-time global
illumination, physically based rendering (PBR), trace expression, expressions with verisimilitude,
and visual phenomenon reproduction.

4.1. Real-time global illumination
Human eyes perceive light through various channels. Figure 3 illustrates various incident light
paths on an object. For a realistic portrayal, the absorption, reflection, curving, penetration, and
scattering phenomena occurring when light reaches an object surface must be expressed. The
global illumination principle refers to calculation of the scene materials and the light reflected or
absorbed between objects, considering information on both direct and indirect light. This principle
is most important for improved realism based on computer-graphics techniques, through rapid

Table 1. Existing principles of realistic expression

Fleming (1999) Brenton (2007) Jong Kouk Kim (2018)
1. Clutter and Chaos
2. Personality and Expectations
3. Believability
4. Surface Texture
5. Specularity
6. Aging: Dirt, Dust, and Rot
7. Flaws, Tears, and Cracks
8. Rounded Edges
9. Object Material Depth
10. Radiosity

1. Global Illumination
a) Light Sources
i) Direct Illumination
ii) Indirect Illumination
b) Light Reflection
i) Specular Reflection
ii) Diffuse Reflection
2. Accurate Object Representation
a) Beveled Edges
i) Profile Accuracy
ii) Specular Depth
iii) Specular Detail
b) Object Modeling Depth
c) Surface Texture
i) Profile Accuracy
ii) Specular Depth
iii) Specular Detail
3. Chaos
a) Clutter
b) Randomness
c) Non-Uniformity
4. Imperfections
a) Dirt, Dust, and Rust
b) Flaws, Scratches, and Dings

(1) Physically accurate light
calculation

(2) Reproduction of accurate
object forms

(3) Realistic materials and texture
expression

(4) Reproduction of camera char-
acteristics that appears in
photographs

Figure 3. Label: Different light
paths.
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improvement of light-related realism. Figure 4 depicts scenery differences achieved using global
lighting in a non-real-time environment. However, application of global illumination to realistic
media portraying 30 or more images per second involves excessive calculations for current
computers. Therefore, typical real-time rendering environments involve use of lightmap or image-
based lighting (IBL).

Light and shadow simulations for a given object are calculated in advance and stored in an
image called a lightmap. When content is executed, the lightmap information is retrieved and
applied to the existing material surface; hence, light-related calculations are reduced and high
quality is provided compared to the user’s system specifications. However, if a lightmap is applied
to a moving object, the pre-determined indirect lighting information becomes skewed. Therefore,
this method can only be applied to static objects.

IBL converts actual image information into a light source and illuminates an object based on the
user’s line of sight and object surface direction (Debevec, 2006). This method is used when real-
time global illumination configuration is difficult or combined with real-time global illumination,
because of its light source placement limitations compared with non-real-time global illumination.
Figure 5 shows environment mapping using a cube map developed to show the initial specularity
of metallic objects. With advancements in hardware performance, cube map images can now be
used as light sources and environment mapping has developed through IBL.

Lightmap and IBL can serve as relatively low-cost global illumination, but cannot resolve visual
interaction, which is the fundamental problem affecting global illumination. Therefore, a real-time
global illumination method has been developed to achieve the desired level of perceptual realism,
along with real-time global illumination algorithms such as Light Propagation Volume (LPV) and
Voxel Global Illumination (VXGI).

LPV is a real-time global illumination algorithm developed by Crytek, which refocuses light
source information stored in a 3D grid onto a scene (Kaplanyan & Dachsbacher, 2010). In Unreal
Engine (UE) 4, the production environment used in this study, the LPV functions (currently under
development) can be implemented according to the console variable settings in the engine. When

Figure 4. Label: Scenario differ-
ences observed using global
illumination in non-real-time
environment (a) without and (b)
with global illumination.

Figure 5. Label: (a) Cube map,
(b) Environment mapping using
cube map, and (c) IBL.
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LPV is activated, indirect indoor lighting can be expressed through direct external lighting
(Figure 6). The indirect light also changes with the direct light direction (Figure 7).

However, LPV does not create global illumination through artificial lighting and can only be
applied to direct light (Figure 8). This is problematic when configuring a space that may be closed,
as for architectural visualization content. Further, the light bleeding phenomenon occurring in
certain situations (Figure 9) may be reduced to some extent via the settings (although this function

Figure 6. Label: Changes
observed upon (a) deactivation
of global illumination and (b)
LPV activation.

Figure 7. Label: Changes in
indirect light owing to changes
in direct light using LPV.

Figure 8. Label: Artificial light-
ing issue.

Figure 9. Label: Light-bleeding
issue.
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is under development), but this will not resolve the fundamental issue. Thus, an improved real-time
global illumination method is required to overcome the limited functions of LPV.

VXGI was developed by NVIDIA to obtain reflected light source information using the voxel cone
tracing method for light source information stored on the voxel grid. VXGI may apply global
illumination to any object or material used in the engine, and can even create dynamic config-
urations using ambient occlusion, specular, multi-bounce, and other functions. Figures 10 and 11
show VXGI application to the same scene as in Figure 8 and a voxel created to express global
illumination, respectively.

Relatively high hardware performance is required to drive VXGI-based content. However, rapid
hardware performance development is expected. Interactivity and sensory depth will likely be
supplemented by VXGI application to real-time architectural visualization. Interactivity expressed
through real-time global illumination manifests as subtle changes through visual interaction, such
as changes in the reflective light of surrounding objects based on user movements. This factor
impacts emotions and generates realism through user experience.

4.2. Physicality-based rendering
American installation artist Alexa Meade demonstrated that realistic lighting cannot guarantee
a realistic scene. Figure 12 is a 3D artwork designed to have a 2D appearance through an optical
illusion, and it shows the contribution of the surface material to the perceptual realism
phenomenon.

Figure 10. Label: Scene with
VXGI.

Figure 11. Label: VXGI voxel.
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In UE4, PBR is a shadow processing and rendering method that accurately expresses light
interaction with surface materials, developed to fit the UE system based on Burley (2012) (Karis
& Games, 2013). This technique is based on physical light reflection and uses shading methods
prior to PBR or diffused reflection and specular reflection textures, but it simplifies many aspects of
actual light-related physical phenomena. PBR is not a perfect simulation of actual light; however, it
can simulate light phenomena according to different surface materials. Therefore, it approaches
light-related physical phenomena from a more scientific perspective than legacy rendering and is
a combination of corrected shading methods.

Including PBR in the realistic expression principles can combine the material-related principles
scattered throughout the existing principles, yielding more accurate and natural results. Moreover,
this approach can reduce dependence on the programmer or technical artist during the interactive
content production process for real-time architectural visualization, games, etc., and images can
be expressed as the graphic designer intended.

In UE4, PBR can control four main properties (base color, roughness, metallicity, and specularity)
and several additional functions to deduce material characteristics. These properties are config-
ured by combining various computer-graphics theories. (Russell, 2015) categorized the theories
composing PBR into diffusion and reflection, translucency and transparency, energy conservation,
metallicity, Fresnel effect, and microfacets.

4.2.1. Diffusion and reflection
Diffusion and reflection describe light–object interactions. When light reaches an object surface,
it is absorbed to become heat or partially reflected to emphasize the object color. In legacy
rendering, this phenomenon is configured separately through diffuse lighting (light is absorbed
by the material surface and only the surface-color wavelength is reflected) and specular lighting
(the light itself is reflected according to its location and angle). However, these methods tend to
rely on the artist’s senses. Unlike the existing diffuse texture method that uses the visible image
itself as a texture, PBR uses the basic color texture in consideration of the pure color wavelength

Figure 12. Label: Alexa Meade’s
Blueprint Installation 2010.
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reflected by the material. Unlike the separation and processing into reflected light textures
employed in existing rendering methods using grey environment maps or mask maps, reflected
light can be set based on the material metallicity, as the light itself is reflected by a more
metallic material.

4.2.2. Translucency and transparency
Translucency and transparency indicate degrees of light penetration of an object instead of
absorption or reflection. Subsurface scattering, where light enters a translucent object, is extre-
mely important for actual scene portrayal. Figure 13 shows subsurface scattering in an unrealistic
environment. The light from behind the subject is scattered in thin skin and emitted. Many other
substances are also translucent, such as milk, fabric, candles, and leaves. To express these
materials in a VE, a bidirectional scattering surface reflectance distribution function model is
necessary. However, there is a high calculation cost; thus, this method is inappropriate for a real-
time environment.

Rapid, accurate, real-time subsurface scattering expression is attracting considerable research
attention (Ki, 2007; Wang, 2006; Hao, 2004; Jimenez et al., 2009). Current graphics hardware
cannot perfectly simulate subsurface scattering, but this can be expressed through approximate
values. Here, subsurface shading and subsurface profile shading models are used to express
subsurface scattering in UE4. Both models have similar properties, but the latter is slightly more
focused on human skin expression. Figure 14 compares use of basic materials and subsurface
profile shading in a real-time environment. For the latter, the ear and curves hit by the light appear
more realistic and natural, demonstrating the importance of translucency and transparency
expression.

4.2.3. Energy conservation
Russell (2015) explained that diffusion and reflection are mutually exclusive with respect to energy
conservation laws. In PBR, the energy conservation rule means that light reflected from an object
surface cannot be stronger than the pre-contact light, under the assumption of accurate physical
laws. Figure 15 shows shading of materials with energy conservation. Light reflection on a rough
surface appears over a wider area and is vaguer because of light scattering, whereas reflection
from a smooth surface appears in a distinct, narrow area.

Figure 13. Label: Subsurface
scattering.

Figure 14. Label: Comparison
between (a) basic materials
and (b) application of real-time
subsurface profile-shading
model.
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4.2.4. Metallicity
Metallic property implementation is the main difference between existing rendering methods and
PBR (Walker, 2014). Metallicity is a characteristic of metallic objects and differs from non-metal
and visual characteristics. When light hits a metal object surface, all visible-wavelength light is
absorbed and converted into a low-energy state. Light with the same wavelength is emitted. These
metal characteristics prevent penetration of the object interior by scattered light. The object has
high reflectivity up to 90–95% depending on the surface polish. When white light illuminates
metals such as iron, aluminum, or silver, the emitted light is almost at the same wavelength. For
copper, gold, or bronze, only light with a certain wavelength is emitted, yielding a unique color.
Therefore, in PBR, the metal type is expressed according to the object surface metallicity and by
controlling the reflected-light color.

4.2.5. Fresnel effect
The Fresnel effect refers to the phenomenon where reflection and penetration have different
proportions according to the observer location and light incidence angle. For example, for water,
if the light incidence angle is close to 0° (90°), the reflectivity is close to 0 (1, i.e., 100%) (Figure 16).

Reflectivity and penetration can generally be explained by the laws of reflection and Snell’s law.
However, these laws indicate the light direction, but not the reflection or penetration degree or the
refractive indexes of countless materials. Schlick’s law of approximation (Eq. (1)) is used for higher-
efficiency expression in most real-time content production tools (Karis & Games, 2013), and is
given as follows:

F v;hð Þ ¼ F0 þ 1� F0ð Þ 1� v � hð Þ5
Schlick0s approximation

(1)

where F is the Fresnel term, F0 is the base reflective index, v is the view direction and h is the
microfacet normal (rotated half-dir)

4.2.6. Microfacets
All surfaces have roughness, which influences the surface reflectivity. Material roughness can be
expressed through other terms like gloss or smoothness. When a material surface is more
smooth than rough, it has mirror-like total reflection properties. For a rougher surface, the
reflected light scatters in different directions with decreased clarity (Figure 17). It is impossible
to express subtle unevenness on a surface using methods for unevenness portrayal in legacy
rendering.

Figure 15. Label: Light scatter-
ing regions according to
energy-conservation laws.

Figure 16. Label: Example of
Fresnel phenomenon in small
stream with low water level
(UE4).
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In legacy rendering, the total surface reflectivity is applied or omitted at the artist’s discretion,
regardless of the surface roughness. To configure reflection in the surrounding environment,
a cube map of real-time or pre-made images of each environment section can be used; hence,
an optical illusion with apparent reflection is created. An improved method involves rendering of
the scene to be reflected one more time to configure real-time reflection.

PBR also employs a cube map or real-time reflection, but the reflection expression controls
a value inversely proportional to the total reflectivity depending on the surface roughness.
Figure 18 shows surface-roughness-based variations.

4.3. Trace expression
Although less common with graphics software advancements and greater artist expressive com-
petence, overly perfect computer-graphics environments often appear in virtual environments.
Trace is defined as “a mark or stain left behind after a certain phenomenon or entity disappears or
passes by”. Some examples of traces can be a mark created by rusting or due to friction when
metal oxidizes. Traces that humans subconsciously overlook occur beyond the object production
process in the presence of air. When such traces are omitted, users feel a sense of awkwardness.
This is connected to the uncanny valley phenomenon, i.e., the hypothesis that human familiarity
with a robot increases with greater similarity of the robot appearance and behaviors to those of
humans (Figure 19). When the degree of similarity exceeds a certain level, familiarity rapidly
decreases. When the similarity is such that the robot is difficult to differentiate from humans,
familiarity increases again (Mori, 1970). This theory transcends robot-related fields and is applic-
able to computer-graphics-based video media or game characters. This study argues that the
uncanny valley phenomenon can also be applied to environments.

From the first application of 3D computer-graphics technology to VR, the main objective was
real-time creation of realistic results. However, because of initial hardware performance
limitations, technological development focused on non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) for
real-time rendering (Jung & Kim, 2008). NPR can produce rendering surpassing reality

Figure 18. Label: Material
changes observed owing to
roughness differences.

Figure 17. Label: Total reflec-
tion variations considering
microfacet differences.
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depending on the pattern of expression and expertise, through a compromise between
performance and expression (Figure 20(A)). The problem is the output (Figure 20(B)).
Hardware performance has improved to allow realistic real-time rendering. Although
a production environment similar to the output shown in Figure 20(C) is possible, user
reviews are drastically divided. We attribute this problem to insufficient detailed expressions.
When the level of VE expression reaches the uncanny valley region, the degree of unfami-
liarity is relatively euphemistic, but the appearance remains similar.

Ultimately, the solution to the uncanny valley problem in VR is identical to that for characters, i.e.,
to express details or traces. The principles of trace expression not only improve scene realism, but

Figure 19. Label: Mori’s
Uncanny valley phenomenon
(Mori, 1970).

Figure 20. Label: Uncanny val-
ley in virtual environment (VE).
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also greatly impact emotional aspects. The trace expression principle employed in this study
includes principles 1 and 6–8 of Fleming (1999), and it incorporates the error and randomness
principle arising for creation or placement of structures or traces formed on objects through use.

4.4. Expressions with verisimilitude
Fleming (1999) presented the believability principle: the realism of other objects is improved by
a certain reliable object (anchor’s). As noted above, Brenton (2007) excluded the believability
principle. However, this study argues the need for “expressions with verisimilitude” principle,
which includes the believability principle in a broad sense.

Verisimilitude can be divided into subject verisimilitude and the verisimilitude rule. The latter,
which is extensive and internal, is applied to all digital game types and takes real-world time,
locations, people, and objects as subjects; these are reconfigured when real-time architectural
visualization is incorporated in some categories of functional games. The principle is to actively
achieve subject verisimilitude (Han, 2011). In “expressions with verisimilitude”, verisimilitude refers
to probability from a cognitive perspective that occurs during narrative creation using video media
and message delivery, and includes the time, space, and object factors of subject verisimilitude.

High-verisimilitude expressions must be similar to individual imagery imprinted through social
customs and experiences. The cause-and-effect relationship of each narrative factor must be clear.
In terms of generational background, if there is an object that cannot likely exist in the context of
the frame or a significant difference between the object size and a person’s experience, verisimi-
litude is reduced through insufficient probability from a cognitive aspect. Cases lacking verisimili-
tude in VE configuration mainly result from insufficient cognitive probability due to inadequate
historical research or inaccurate measurements. For advertisements and other image media,
a surreal world can be created easily by intentionally removing verisimilitude or emphasis on the
delivered message. However, in real-time architectural visualization, presence must be prioritized,
and verisimilitude precedes physical expression of the environment. Table 2 presents the detailed
expressions with verisimilitude principles essential for architectural visualization content produc-
tion, with case examples.

4.5. Visual phenomenon reproduction
Faithful reproduction of photographic factors (depth of field, vignetting, motion blur, lens flares) due to
physical camera characteristics and the tools of typical architectural photography in digital architectural
rendering images contribute to improved realism (Jong Kouk Kim, 2018). The human eye and cameras
have similar structures; hence, some of the phenomena generated by camera’s characteristics can be
observed with the naked eye. However, real-time architectural visualization content is a video, not static,
medium; thus, the requirements differ. Video media are based on a visual aftereffect: when a person
regards a series of still images at slightly different phases, their visual perception system creates the
illusion of movement. Therefore, in this study, improved realism through the reproduction of the visual
aftereffect phenomenon was investigated. Three factors reproducible by production tools were deduced:
motion blur, eye adaptation, and light spread.

4.5.1. Motion Blur
The frame rate creates visual aftereffects in video media and must be at least 15 fps for video
perception (Dohoon. Kim, 2017). However, this is the minimum unit of recognition and the scene
dynamics determines the actual frame rate required for a natural effect. The majority of modern
movies are filmed at a relatively low frame rate of 24 fps (Song, 2013). This feels natural to the
audience because of the motion blur effect generated within the frame during the filming stage
(Figure 21). Motion blur occurs when a rapidly moving object or scene is filmed at a relatively slow
shutter speed, or the trajectory of the object viewed with the naked eye is blurred to suppress the
strobe effect.
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Table 2. Cognitive aspect probabilities for improving verisimilitude

Category Example
Time Probability

Space Probability

Scale Probability

Figure 21. Label: Motion blur in
movie (“Man of Steel”).
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Use of motion blur for realistic media content is controversial. Unlike video media, for which the
viewer must view a predetermined sequence unilaterally, in realistic media, the viewer interacts
with the content through various input devices. As a result, unpredictable scenes must be created
in real-time. Motion blur based on real media characteristics often causes cybersickness due to
sensory discord. Therefore, to create natural scenes without using motion blur in realistic media,
a high frame rate is required so that the input inconsistency goes unnoticed. High-performance
GPUs are required to maintain the frame rate, along with a high scanning rate for the display
device that transmits the GPU-created images. Content optimization must also be established.

This study focuses on a universal rather than ideal environment. While there are individual differences,
the human critical fusion frequency is 60 Hz, similar to the scanning rate of commonly used display
devices (Amato 2014). Differences result from different variables, such as content optimization or resolu-
tion, but typical hardware should be able to stably configure 60 fps or higher. In other words, in a GPU
environment that can configure 200 fps or higher and for a 240-Hz display device, motion blur may be
unnecessary. However, in a GPU environment that configures 60 fps with stability and for a 60-Hz display
device (a popular specification), motion blur will help improve realism.

4.5.2. Eye adaptation
When the environment illumination changes suddenly, object recognition decreases temporarily.
This is because the human eye cannot quickly adapt to the change in brilliance. Eyes accustomed
to a bright environment are temporarily blinded by a dark room. Gradual return of vision is called
dark adaptation (the opposite process is called light adaptation). Unlike an actual environment, the
illumination in a VE on a display does not reflect eye adaptation when seen with the naked eye;
hence, an artificial eye adaptation effect must be reproduced.

4.5.3. Light-spread effect
When a light source is viewed in a relatively dark environment, or light is reflected by an object
with high specular reflectivity, the border of the bright area appears to disperse. This phenomenon
is called light spread (or glow or bloom) when describing similar effects in various graphics-related
software. The cause is similar to that of the light spread that occurs for a camera aperture. In
a relatively dark environment, the pupil of the eye is similar to the camera aperture; it expands to
receive more light, but the light appears to spread because of high-order aberration, an optical
error of the cornea (Figure 22). As with other visual phenomena, this phenomenon does not appear
naturally on the display screen without artificial expressions (Figure 23).

5. Discussion
The present study was prompted by exploration of whether “hyper-realism” can be achieved in VR.
Theories concerning improved presence were examined and conditions for guidelines for real-time
architectural visualization content creation were deduced. The commonality of faithfulness to
sensory information and perceptual realism were identified as factors that improve presence.
Hence, realistic expression principles appropriate for a real-time environment were proposed.

Similar studies were analyzed and principles suitable for a real-time environment were
selected. Factors were also deduced through analysis and technical understanding of recent
computer-graphics technology. Hence, five different primary and secondary principles for realistic

Figure 22. Label: Variation in
light spread from illumination
source owing to changes in
aperture.
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expressions in real-time architectural content were deduced (Figure 24). These principles can be
divided into essential items for real-time architectural visualization content with improved pre-
sence, along with optional items.

If various research findings are used to improve presence and direct endless qualitative improve-
ment of media for application to VR, “hyper-reality” will be one step closer. This study may serve as
the minimum rule for arguments that low-quality products are art, which use the profoundness
and ambiguity of art as a shield. However, we do not wish for VE creation to become formulaic or
rigid based on the realistic expression principles proposed herein. Our goal is to extract the inner
thoughts of artists concerning VE expression.

The authors acknowledge that methods deduced from the proposed principles must be revised
in accordance with technological development, and that the presence of content based on these
principles must be measured to verify the quantitative effects of these principles.
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